James’ Transport Website - News
06.02.19
Hello all. This document is my latest news statement regarding my website, YouTube and my
online photography presence.
You may have noticed that I have
actually put some of my features back
up onto my website. This is thanks to a
friend of mine actually convincing me to
keep uploading my photos online. As
such, the features on the website will
continue to be added as new features
are made available and when I get the
chance I will re add all of the buttons
that allow you to access the previous
features that were on there before I took
them down.
As you can see in the image, my take a
trip features have returned and the relive years with compilation videos
features were never removed, as these
are video based rather than using a
photo gallery.

In other news, I have been working on visiting places outside of the West Midlands more often.
Hopefully, overtime, this will eventually allow me to increase the variety of photos and videos
that are on my website, YouTube channel and on my online galleries. I have one video coming
online in a few weeks time that I particularly hope that people will enjoy – hint hint Olympian…

Website news… well you may have noticed that I have actually fixed the feature viewer for a
start. Some of the functions were missing due to the move from the web address being
jamesdeakin.co.uk/twmmcw to jamesdeakin.co.uk/transport, which is what it is at the moment.
You may also have noticed some new navigation buttons appearing on the main website (or
coming very soon). These are not ready yet, so when you click on them you will be taken to
incomplete pages, however once they are ready I will inform the audience of the website.
Anyway, that is it really for this news update. I know, I am being very old fashioned by uploading
this as a PDF document rather than using a blog… but it does allow me to use an editor such as
Microsoft Word to make them so that I can make them when I am not actually online and then
upload them whenever I am online and am ready to upload them.
Thank you for taking the time to read this!

